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By starting the conversation, we hope to normalise it
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We need to talk about women’s health
The taboos surrounding women’s health topics create significant access
barriers for women getting the information they need about their health.
Women are searching online for information about their health more
frequently than men, but their questions are not being answered in the
depth they deserve.

We’re here to change all that. The Femedic provides trustworthy
content that focuses specifically on areas of women’s health
considered taboo.

By starting the conversation, we hope to normalise it.
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Why us?
We treat health as a complete spectrum,
not just a single question and answer
A person’s health is affected by emotional, lifestyle, and
circumstantial factors as well as physical ones. Our content
streams focus on one type of factor and then work hard to
explain how it interacts with and is affected by other factors
across the spectrum.

We’re growing, fast
At a few months old we’ve already grown an impressive
amount. Since launching in June 2017, we’ve grown to see
over 300,000 visits per month, with sizeable increases in
organic traffic and new users MoM and WoW.

We work with trusted experts
Our medical, educational content is written by qualified and
distinguished medical professionals.
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We answer women’s health
questions in the depth they
deserve
Existing healthcare content tends to fall into
one of two camps: dry, medical fact-sheet style
content and scurrilous, gossip-column style
content. Neither help women understand how the
information could be relevant to their own lives or
assuage any anxiety they may be feeling.

Our content is based on
unique, data-driven
research
We have years of experience working
in the digital healthcare space and have
created a bespoke audience research
methodology that uncovers exactly
the types of questions women are
asking about their health and how
these needs aren’t being met by
competitor content.
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Our reach

95%+
of traffic is organic

300,000+

visits per month

16.7k+

5 min

keyword rankings

average time on page
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25%
increase in visits MoM

Our audience
Women

Age
25-44

80%

55%
In the UK

50%
Actively searching for
information about their
health, on topics many women
struggle to speak about
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The Femedic in the media
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Sponsorship and brand opportunities
We believe in working with brands and
organisations who are as committed
to helping women as we are. There are
many different ways to partner with us,
from sponsored posts to bespoke brand
partnerships.
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Sponsored posts
We accept sponsored posts from parties we believe will add value to our readers. If you are
interested in placing a sponsored post on our website, first send a brief summary of what you’d like
to write about to thefemedic@curated-digital.com.
All sponsored posts include a 2-3 line author bio.
Options include:
1. Your idea, written by you
You pitch us your idea, you write it, and then we edit
it.
2. Your idea, written by The Femedic
You pitch us your idea, we write it.
3. Our idea, written by The Femedic
You brief us on your work and what you want to
communicate, and we’ll come up with a title and
write the piece.
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Example of a sponsored post

What you get
A post on The Femedic homepage for at least a week and then a place in that
category’s archives. After one year we reserve the right to remove the piece —
although we won’t do this unless we have a good reason to, for example if you
cite a study that has been reliably disproven or refer to procedures or treatments
that no longer exist. We will inform you if we choose to remove the piece.
Social media presence across our Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram channels.
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Sponsored columns
A monthly sponsored column on The Femedic. We
will accept column pitches from parties who have
specialist expertise or experience that would be
valuable to our readers. There are a limited number
of column packages that can run at the same
time. Each column will run for an initial 3 month
period before we decide the nature of the ongoing
agreement.
Authors of our sponsored columns will be entered
into the system as writers, with an image,
paragraph-long author bio, and link to a website.
Options for the column are the same as with
sponsored posts.
If you are interested in a sponsored column with
The Femedic, please email a brief introduction and
column idea to thefemedic@curated-digital.com

Example of an author bio at the bottom of articles
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Competitions and affiliate partnerships
If you sell a product that we believe will be of genuine use or interest to our
readers, we can run a competition on our website and promote it on our social
channels, and in our newsletter. We can create our own assets — images and
videos — or use ones you provide.
An affiliate partnership is another way of reaching The Femedic’s audience with
your product. Advertising will appear only against articles that are genuinely
relevant to your product: we never want our readers to feel we are pressuring
them or to break their trust by showing them intrusive or irrelevant advertising.
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Bespoke brand partnerships and content syndication
The Femedic works with brands who are dedicated to improving the state of affairs in areas
of women’s health and wellbeing. Depending on the nature of your brand, we can create
a complete digital partnership strategy that could include different types of content and
activity on different channels.
If your website or publication
aligns with our ethos and we
believe your audience will gain
value from our content, you
could syndicate The Femedic’s
content on your own website.
Get in touch to discuss bespoke
partnership options.
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Rate card
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Contact us

thefemedic@curated-digital.com
@thefemedic
thefemedic

www.thefemedic.com
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